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The “MOTTAINAI” Activities We Drove Forward for the
Endurance Test Room
Denso Corporation, Daian Plant
Reliability Section 1, Functional Parts Quality Assurance Department
EDRC Circle

◎ Keywords: Others (Effective utilization of electricity)

◎ Outline of Theme
Denso Corporation and all of its employees has been making concentrated efforts together
to reduce CO2 emissions as one of their environmental activities, having “DENSO
ECOVISION 2015” as a goal. Our section which performs reliability assessments on
functional parts has also been working on energy conservation actively from the year 2000.
As machines and equipment are getting larger due to transition to more systemized and
modularized products, electricity consumption has been expanding. In such environment,
we continued focusing on “MOTTAINAI” spirit (a sense of regret concerning waste when the
intrinsic value of an object or resource is not properly utilized) and addressed on electricity
savings of endurance test equipment by achieving:
(1) Improvements in equipment reservation system;
(2) Visualization of energy consumption; and
(3) Transition to inverter-controlled vacuum pumps.
This document describes details of the improvements for which we all worked together by
carrying out cycle activities for energy conservation, citing some cases and examples.

◎ Implementation Period for the Said Example
March 2006 – March 2007
Project Planning Period

March 2006 – July 2006

Measures Implementation Period

July 2006 – January 2007 Total of 7 months

Measures Effect Verification Period

July 2006 – March 2007
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Total of 5 months
Total of 9 months
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◎ Outline of Business Establishment
Items Produced

Automobile electrical components (e.g. ignition devices, safety
controllers, actuators, etc.)

No. of Employees

4,000

Type1 designated energy management factory

◎ Target: Endurance Test Room at Plant No. 602
[ Floor Layout ]

[ Breakdown of Machines and Equipment owned]

Disassembling
Examination
Room

Other
Special-purpose
Testers
64 Units

Environmental Test

Thermostatic
Chambers

46 Units

Total 133
Units

Product Storage

Vibration 6 Units
Testers
Hydraulic Vibration
Product Test Room
Test Room

Thermal
Shock
Testers

17 Units

Due to increase in automatic VCTs and intake modules, etc., size
of test equipment is also increasing.

Office Area

Outline of Target Equipment

1. Reasons for Theme Selection
Our section is responsible for reliability testing on automobile electrical components, and
carries out various tests including vibration and thermal shock tests, etc. We have a variety
of equipment and instruments in endurance test rooms. In these days, larger and more
complex testers have been installed due to recent trends toward more systemized and
modularized products, causing substantial increase in electricity consumption (Fig. 1).
However, the CO2 emissions which amounted to 475 tons in 2005 are forecasted to rise to
532 tons in 2010 with a projected annual increase by 12% based on the current pace of
electricity consumption, and an electricity saving target for Quality Assurance (QA)
department is getting more difficult to achieve. Furthermore, number of more complex and
larger equipment is expected to increase. Considering the above, we determined to seek for
reduction of electricity consumed by endurance test equipment, focusing on “MOTTAINAI”
spirit (Fig. 2).
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(1) Test Requirement by Product
Product
Group

○: Yes

- : No

Function

Vibration

Thermal
Shock

Electricity Saving Target for QA Dept.

Simultaneous
evaluations of thermal,
functional, and vibration
factors
More requests for
complex testing than
single-factor testing

Test Requirement
Complex

Hydraulic
Air intake
Exhaust
Sensor
(2) Comparison of Capacities
200 L or less
among Testers
Test Requirement
Product
Thermal
Group
Function
Complex
Shock
Hydraulic
Air intake
Exhaust
Sensor

Projected CO2
Projected CO2 emissions based
emissions based on current pace
on current pace
of energy
of energy
consumption
consumption

2010 Target
17% reduction from the
CO2 emission level
projected based on the
energy consumption in
2005.

200 L or more
Size of products is
getting larger due to
modularization, etc.

The above are estimated with
a projected increase in CO2
emissions by 12% per year
based on current domestic
electricity consumption.
The target is getting more difficult to achieve every
year.

Larger equipment is
required.

FY2005

Current electricity consumption x
(Larger equipment + more complex testing)
[5% per year]
[4% per year]
Increase of 9% per year is
projected.

Electricity consumption when
the capacity is increased from
200 L to 400 L (example)
Thermostatic
1.4 times
Chamber
Thermal Shock
1.3 times
Tester

FY2006

FY2010

Increasing number of complex and larger testers are expected
to be installed.

More thorough control in electricity consumption is required.

(Year)

Fig. 1 Needs for Evaluation Equipment and Projected
Changes in Electricity Consumption

Fig. 2 Electricity Saving Target and Current Status in
Quality Assurance (QA) Dept.

2. Understanding of Current Situation
(1) Past Energy Conservation Activities
Although the Reliability group is in a non-production department, we have been actively
engaged in energy conservation activities by implementing improvement measures such as
for ensuring energy conservation for target equipment, and achieving a result of being
awarded Chairman Prize of ECCJ at National Competition for Energy Conservation in 2001
(Fig. 3).
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FY2010
Awarded the Chairman Prize of ECCJ at National Competition for
Efforts to ensure energy
conservation for target
Outstanding Case Examples of Energy Conservation
equipment
Useful hints and in energy
conservation
E-mail activities

As a non-production department, QA
Reliability group has worked on various
improvement activities.

Installing human detection
sensors for lighting fixtures
(parts shelf area)
Installing human detection
sensors for lighting fixtures
(entirely in the endurance
test room)

Improvements

Energy
Conservation
Cycle
Continued
Efforts

Awareness

Fig. 3 History of Energy Conservation Activities by QA Reliability Group

(2) Understanding of Current Situation
Firstly, we measured electricity consumed by the machines and equipment owned by our
section using a clamp meter. It was found out that endurance test equipment consumed
95% of its total consumption (Fig. 4).
Next, a meeting of Energy Conservation Circle was held to discuss these situations and
measures against increased power consumption due to installation of more complex and
larger equipment. As a conclusion, we determined to aim for saving of electricity consumed
by endurance test equipment, having through focus on “MOTTAINAI” spirit (Fig. 5).
What are the measures against expanding electricity
consumption caused by more complex and larger equipment?
Discussion on current equipment uses and ideas
(Actual Consumption in
2005 - Total 1,242 MWh)

95% of the total
consumption was
made by endurance
test equipment.

I tend to use available
equipment first.

Measurement
using a Clamp
Meter
Electric Wire
General-purpose
Air
Lighting
Special-purpo
Equipment
Fixtures
se Equipment Conditio
(Testers)
ners
Special Bench
Thermostatic
Complex
Chambers
Thermal Shock Tester
Testers
Controller
Vibration Testers

I have seen only a
few small products
were loaded in a
large equipment.

The first comer gets to use
equipment because we do
not know how the entire
equipment is controlled.

I assume testers with a large
motor consume huge
electricity. Can it be
improved?

Clamp Meter

Let’s find out more “MOTTAINAI” examples until we
run out of them!

Fig. 4 Breakdown of Power Consumption in Reliability
Group
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Fig. 5 Meeting of Energy Conservation Circle
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3. Target Settings and Details of Activities
The target given to the QA department is CO2 reduction for 19 tons per year. However, with
an ambition to better contribute to environmental protection, we determined to set our target
to 20% reduction, or to reduce 96 tons of CO2 (4 million yen/ per year) (Fig. 6).
As we launched our efforts toward the target, we carried out PDCA cycle activities to
combine our capabilities, and started to tackle on the challenges by following an action plan

Commitment to electricity savings
CO2 reduction of 19 tons per year is necessary to achieve the target for
QA department.
However, the earth has reached the point where there is
no time to waste!

Objective

(Table 1).

We want to better contribute to global
environment protection as much as we can.

Implementation
Procedures
Reviews on Usage of
Equipment

In-charge
Personnel

FY2006

(Month)

I

Defining Problem
Points

All
Members

Attribution Analysis

All
Members
All

Planning of Measures Members

Aiming for 20% reduction, we achieve and exceed the FY2010 target.

Implementation of the EX and I
Measures
Review on Effectiveness
of the Measures

We will challenge a reduction of 96 tons of CO2
(4 million yen per year)

Electricity Cost

(million yen/ year)

Target of QA dept.

EX and I

All
Prevention of Setback
Members
and Reflection

(t-CO2/year)

Target to be
challenged
20 million yen/year
16 million yen/year

FY2005 Actual

FY2006 Target

Fig. 6 Voluntary Activities Target for FY2006

Table 1 Circle Activities Action Plan

4. Problem Points and Factor Analysis
(1) Reviews on Use of Testers
As we investigated for any “MOTTAINAI” practices in our use of existing testers, the
following issues regarding thermostatic chambers and thermal shock testers were found.
1) Several chambers with the same temperature condition are found.
2) Only a small number of samples are loaded into a chamber with large electricity
consumption.
Some problems were also found in vibration testers and vacuum pumps.
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(2) Factor Analysis
Our analysis on factors attributable to the wasted electricity of testers has found the
following problems (See Fig. 7).
1) Rules for equipment management have not been updated in order that increased number
of larger equipment can be handled.
2) Tests are not carried out under appropriate operating conditions.
Details of measures to solve the above two problems are described in the Cast Study 1 and
2 below, respectively.

Why?

Rating

Exactly
x ... 2 points

Yes to some
degrees
No
△ ... 1 point ○ ... 0 point
Higas Haba
hi EX EX

Descriptions

Factors

I

Ito

Muto

Total
Points

Rank

I do not care the size of equipment I use.
I do not find any rules in the use of general -purpose equipment.

Why electricity is
wasted by the
testers?

It is not easy to find the tester with temperature conditions I need.
I do not care differences in electric consumption between old
and new equipment.
I find capability of some testers is more than we actually need.
I sometimes fail to stop the testers during an interim check.

Case
Study 1
Case
Study 2

I sometimes forget to turn the main power
(breaker) off.

Fig. 7 Factor Analysis

5. Examples of Measures
(1) Display Panel for Status of Equipment Use
Through discussions in circle meetings for developing better mechanism to handle
increased number of larger equipment, it was determined that a display panel to show if
equipment is currently in use, as a tool where we can see status and conditions of
equipment use at a view (Fig. 8).
The display panel is designed to provide status of use in one view, having some energy
conservation measures. They include a color coding system in red, yellow, and green, in
accordance with level of electricity consumption, so that a chamber with lower electricity
consumption can be preferentially used leading to energy conservation (Fig. 9).
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Development of Display Panel for Status of Equipment Use
I saw only a few small
samples were loaded
in a large thermostatic
chamber.

There was more than
one tester with the
same test conditions.

Rated energy consumption:
less than 5 kW

5 kW or more but less than
10 kW

Thermostatic
chamber

Thermostatic chamber

Not in
operation
Point of contact:

RPS Chamber

Program
Point of contact: Nakamura

(1) I think a
tester/chamber with
smaller energy
consumption should
be used first.

10 kW or more
Energy-conservation
target equipment
Thermostatic chamber

Not in operation

Point of contact:

Thermostatic
chamber

Point of contact: Kihara

Thermostatic chamber

Not in
operation
Point of contact: Kihara

Point of contact: Kihara

(2) Let’s make the system to
show test conditions at one
view.
(1) If a chamber/tester with the temperature condition same as the one you
need has NOT been found.
Preferentially use a chamber with green frame, which implies
its rated electric consumption is lower.
(2) If a chamber/tester under the temperature condition same as the one
you need has been found
Use the chamber to test your sample.

We need a mechanism to provide test conditions of
equipment in one view.

Proposed
Measure

Are these measures enough for energy conservation?

Development of Display Panel for Status of
Equipment Use

Fig. 8 Discussions on Measures against “MOTTAINAI”
Behaviors and Practices

Fig. 9 Display Panel for Status of Equipment Use

(2) Case Study 1: Energy-Conserving Reservation System for Test
Equipment
Our reviews made one month later found some specific problems which were summarized
in “only current status is found on the display” and “owner of the products under the test is
not identified”. Based on those feedbacks, we decided to improve the Display Panel for
Status of Equipment Use (Fig. 10).

No. of
Feedbacks

Specific Feedbacks

Problem Points

I could have waited for another 2 or 3 days if I had
known the chamber with lower power consumption
would be available in a couple of days.
I have to run to a chamber every time I need to know
what products are under the test and who is in charge
of them.
I have a concern on product-specific adverse effects
(e.g. oil or noise).

Only current status is provided.
Products under the test and their owner are not
identified.

Improvements in the Display Panel for Status of
Equipment Use are necessary!

Fig. 10 Problem Points found in Display Panel for Status of Equipment Use

The system with an electronic display panel was improved by changing to the
Energy-Conserving Equipment Reservation System. In order to solve the issue that “only
current status is provided”, we improve the system to show status of reservations in time-line
and allow us to preferentially reserve a less power-consuming chamber/tester. By clicking
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“In Operation” icon, you are able to obtain the information regarding the products under the
test and their owners so that you can determine if your sample can be tested in the same
chamber. Using a power-saving map, selection and reservation of a chamber with lower
electricity consumption can be also made on the map (Fig. 11).
List of Reserved Equipment

Details of Reservation
Close

Previous
page

Not selected

Equipment:

Specifications:

Not selected

Capability:

Not selected

Equipment Information

℃〜

℃ Show Availability

Not selected

Reservation List

October 2007

Equipment:

<September 2007

November 2007>
Reserved
by you:

Executed
by you:

Equipment

Manufacturer/capacity

Hitachi 125L

Fixed position

Thermostatic chamber

Tabai 216L

Fixed position

Thermal sock

Tabai 100L

Thermal sock

Tabai 100L

Thermal sock

Hitachi 100L
Tabai 100L

Liquid tank ther mal shoc k

Tabai 90L

Current capability

Reserved
by other:

Thermostatic chamber

Thermal sock

Functional Parts Quality Assurance Dept.,
Quality Section 2, Reliability Team 1

Update Reservation

Functional Parts Quality Assurance Dept.
Quality Section 2, Reliability Team 1

Reserve/Execute/Change/Delete
Not selected

Reser vati on owner:

Map Search

Spec.

Machine number

Executed
by other:

Spec.

High-temperature chamber

Fixed position

Reservation owner
Humidity/P
Humidity/P

Current capability:
Reference/remarks:

Reservation Details
Reset

Reserved period
Type of test

Vibration tester

ETAC: 220L

Machine Number:

Rated electricity consumption

Reserved period

Vibration tester

Manufacturer/capacity:

Reservation
not available:

Update

Delete

hours (until Oct. 31, 2007)

High-temperature shelf test
Ryoji Kojima

Dept.

Functional Parts Quality Assurance Dept.,
Quality Section #2, Reliability Team 1

Contact #1
Contact #2
Contact #1

Click

Vibration tester

Start on: Aug. 20, 2007; for

User 1

Ryoji Kojima

Functional Parts Quality Ass uranc e D ept., Quality Secti on #2, Reli ability Team 1

User 2

Manabu Haba

Functional Parts Quality Ass uranc e D ept., Quality Secti on #2, Reli ability Team 1

User 3

Hiroyuki Higashi

Contact #2
Contact #1

Equipment

Manufacturer/capacity

Current capability

Spec.

Vibration tester

Machine number

Rated electricity consumption

Contact #2

Humidity/P
Humidity/P

Program chamber

Hitachi 400L

Program chamber

Hitachi 800L

High-temperatur e c hamber

Tabai 91L

Fixed position

High-temperatur e c hamber

Tabai 216L

Fixed position

High-temperatur e c hamber

Tabai 220L

Fixed position

High-temperatur e c hamber

Tabai 220L

Fixed position

High-temperatur e c hamber

Tabai 216L

Fixed position

High-temperatur e c hamber

Tabai 216L

Fixed position

Contact #1
Functional Parts Quality Ass uranc e D ept., Quality Secti on #2, Reli ability Team 1

Contact #2

Combination V, RRS, SBW
Remarks

Execution

It shows status of reservations in time-line and
allows user to make reservation of a less
energy-consuming chamber preferentially.

Execute

Set entirely from Aug. 20, 2007 to Oct. 6, 2007.

It provides information on products under the test and its
owner, enabling you to determine if your product can be
tested in the same chamber.

Power-saving map
Previ ous page

Map Search

5 kW or more but less than

Functional Parts Quality Assurance Dept.,
Quality Section 2, Reliability Team 1

Show grids

Equipment
Less than 5 kW]

hours fr om

Show Availability

10 kW or more

Layout of No. 602 Endurance Test Room (2nd Floor)

Employees are satisfied
with a sense of
accomplishment they
achieved.

Lounge
Safety QA Area

Safety QA Area

Block ③
Room F

Block ②

Block ⑤

Block ①
Block ④

It allows you to preferentially reserve a
less energy-consuming chamber on the
map.
An Energy-Conserving Reservation System fully capable of handling increased number of larger equipment has been completed.

Fig. 11 Energy-conserving Reservation System

(3) Visualization by Energy Management System
In order to expand the improvements to raise employee awareness, it was necessary to
have the employees realize how much effect they have achieved. Taking account of some
inputs such as “the improvements seem only theoretical unless actual energy consumptions
are visible” or “employees may be more motivated if they can clearly see how much effect
they have achieved”, a new energy management system, aiming at more steady and
sustainable improvement activities, was implemented in the endurance test room (Fig. 12).
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What should we do to see and realize how
much effect we have raised?

Improvements

Continued
Efforts

Awareness

The improvement effect would
end up just a theoretical value
unless actual energy
consumptions are visible.

I wonder what we
can do to have
employees develop
steady and
sustainable
awareness of energy

Employees would be more motivated (with
raised awareness) if they can clearly see
how much effect was achieved.

We

WANT TO
SEE

If we make the improvement
activities established as
regular activities, they will
be sustainable.

the energy consumption in the endurance test room.

Visualization

Energy Management System was introduced.
(Management system which provides information on energy
consumption and costs on computers)

Fig. 12 Visualization of Energy Consumption Discussed in Energy Conservation Circle

Our analysis on testers by categories has shown that electricity consumption by vibration
and thermal shock testers is higher than the others. And power-saving effect on each type of
testers, compared to before implementing the Energy-Conserving Reservation System, has
now been visible.
The effect was achieved by taking the measures such as preferentially using a chamber with
lower electricity consumption, stopping operation of large-sized chambers, and reducing
stand-by electricity, the efforts resulted in savings of 71.1 tons of CO2 per year (3 million
yen/year) (110,000 yen was invested to the new reservation system).
In addition, the analysis has shown us that large electricity consumption by vacuum pumps,
which are not covered by the reservation system, had been overlooked (Fig. 13).
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Energy Management System
Trend in Electricity Consumptions in Endurance Test Area

Total Consumption

Vibration Testers
(7 units)
Thermal Shock
Testers (9 units)
VCT Testers
(2 units)
Vacuum Pump
(2 units)

Energy Management System

Not Covered
by
Covered by Reservation System
Reservation

Target

Electricity saving effect by the
Energy-Conserving Reservation
System.

Type

Alias

Machine
Number

Electricity
Consumption

Vibration

Additionally, the
visualization
has found an
overlooked
issue.

Previous 3.0 t

Thermal
Shock

Hitachi 200L
ESPEC

Others

Vacuum Pumps
(4 units)
Next focus will
be placed on the
vacuum pumps.

Air Conditioning
Units (2 units)

Electricity: 186 (Mwh/year)
CO2: 71.1 (t-CO2/year)
Cost: 3,000 (thousand yen/year)

Investment recovery: 0.1 year
(Invested amount: 110 (thousand yen) –
cost of the reservation system)

Energy-Conserving Reservation System → Large effect by small investment.
Still short of 24.9 (t-CO2/year)
→ Work on more energy conservation activities on other equipment with
“MOTTAINAI” aspects.

Fig. 13 Confirmation of Effects by Visualization

(4) Case Study 2: Transition to Inverter-controlled Vacuum Pumps
Following the visualization activities, a negative-pressure capacity analysis was made on
the vacuum pumps which we determined to have a next focus on. As a result, it was found
that they have a large performance margin rate. There are two types of pumps; the ones for
measurement room which are used exclusively during measurements; and the ones for test
areas which are used at any time. We measured the degree of vacuum to ensure high
quality and the rotation speed to evaluate demerits to test equipment. It resulted in that the
degree of vacuum was good enough, but the rotation speed decreased at the point around
30 Hz. The result left us an unsolved issue and concerns of possible troubles caused by
decreased cooling capability of the pumps (Fig. 14).
Our measurement of temperatures at some pump components at various frequencies has
shown that the temperature of the components are all below 80℃ (Operational standard
guaranteed by the manufacturer) and no temperature problem was found up to 25 Hz
(Standard minimum frequency). Therefore, we assumed it was possible to improve them to
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inverter-controlled pumps (Fig. 15).
In the new inverter system, an inverter main unit and a unit in the measurement room have a
rotary switch, which require less capital investment than the device with PID variable control
from a pressure sensor in the test room. Having such structure, the system can ensure high
quality with less investment (Fig. 16).

Degree of Vacuum

Degree of
Vacuum

Rotation Speed

Rotation
Speed
Demerits
to Test
Equipment

Maintaining
High
Quality
Level
Frequency

Fig. 14 Studies for Transition to Inverter-controlled Pumps
Temperature
(℃)

Pump Surface
Motor Surface
Exhaust Hole
Oil
Temperature

Frequency

Fig. 15 Studies in Temperatures of Vacuum Pump

Inverter Main Unit

For Measurement Room

Rotary Switch for Frequency Setting

For Test Rooms

Maintain High Quality with
Smaller Investment

Rotary switch to be manually
controlled depending on measuring
pressures and flows.

Pressure Sensor → PID →
Operations with Inverter Variable
Control
Constant at -600 mmHg (-80 Kpq)

Inverter Panel
Pressure Sensor PID

Fig. 16 Structure of New Inverter System where High Quality can be Maintained

The new inverter-controlled system brought an energy-saving effect of 25 tons of CO2 per
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year (1.08 million yen/year). We have successfully completed a transition to
inverter-controlled vacuum pumps, with incidental improvements such as noise reduction
and lower pump-oil temperature, resulting in longer interval between oil replacements due to
their synergetic effect (Fig. 17).

Type of
Pumps

Electricity
from Outlet
[kW]

Invertercontrolled
Electricity
[kW]

Operation
Hours/ Year
[H]

Energy-sa
ving effect
in yen
[thousand
yen/year]

For
Measurement
Room
For Test
Room

67 (MWh/year)

CO2:

25 (t-CO2/year)

Cost:

1,077 (thousand yen/year)
Successful Energy
Conservation

･ Investment Recovery
･ Incidental Effect

Electricity:

1.9 year (Invested amount: 2.05 million yen for parts and construction costs, etc.)
Before
After
Improvement Improvement

Category

Effect

Noise
Pump Oil
Temperature
Frequency of Pump
Oil Replacement

Once a year

Every third
year

30 thousand
yen

Fig. 17 Effect by Adopting Inverter-controlled Pumps

6. Verification of Effects
Monthly energy-conserving effects in each of the case studies are summarized in the
following graphs (Fig. 18).
Total annual saving effect amounted to 109 tons of CO2 (4.58 million yen/year), exceeding
our target of 96 tons of CO2 (Fig. 19).
(x10,000
yen/month)

(x10,000
yen/year)

Display Panel for Status of
Equipment Use
Saving of 80,000 yen/month
Energy-Conserving
Reservation System
Energy Management System
Saving of 170,000 yen/month

May 2006

August

(t-CO2/year)
Reduction of 109 t-CO2

October

Transition to
Inverter-controlled
Vacuum Pumps
Saving of 90,000
yen/month

December

Fig. 18 Electricity Cost per Month

Target

475 t - CO2
(20 million yen/year)

2005 Actual

366 t – CO2
(15.42 million yen/year)

2006 Actual

Fig. 19 Annual Energy-conserving Effect

As a result of the energy-conserving activities, employee awareness level has been
significantly raised compared to before the “MOTTAINAI” activities launched, in the course
of energy conservation cycles with improvements, awareness, and continued efforts moved
forward (Fig. 20).
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Teamwork
“MOTTAINAI”
Spirit

Fig. 20 Raised Awareness

Improvements

Power to
Continue

Energy
Conservation
Cycle
Awareness

Continued
Efforts

Ability to
Deliver
Improvement

Creative
and
innovative
approaches

Before “MOTTAINAI” Activities

Awareness
Ability to
Take Action

After “MOTTAINAI” Activities

7. Summary of the Activities
Functional Parts Energy Conservation Working Group is currently informing our
achievement in the improvement activities to relevant departments (Fig. 21).
We are determined to continue further “MOTTAINAI” activities for achieving DENSO
ECOVISION 2015 (Fig. 22).
I will continue sustainable improvement activities keeping the following things in mind.
Everyone needs to contribute to prevention of global warming through energy
conservation and ecological activities.
We would like to leave the global environment to the next generation in possibly better
conditions.

Activities for Achieving “DENSO ECOVISION 2015”
When?

Who?
Employee in
charge of the
equipment
EXs
All members

July 2005

Hatakeyama
KD

How?
“MOTTAINAI” activities
following circle activities
in FY2007

Check and follow up the
equipment reservation status
Monitor and improve the Energy
Management System as one of
circle activities.
Document energy conservations
rules in written instructions for the
section.

Equipment
Vibration tester
Power amplifier
Air blower for
product cooling

Inform the achievement of the energy conservation
activities through Functional Parts Energy
Conservation Working Group.

Thermal shock
tester
Complex tester

Energy-conserving
Reservation System

Transition to
Inverter-controlled
Vacuum Pumps

Efforts to achieve
CO2 reduction by
20% of actual
emissions in
FY2006

Energy
conservation
cycle moved
forward

Improvements

“MUST!”
Continuous
Improvements

The knowhow is currently
transferred to Experiment
Section in 2 in Functional
Parts Engineering Dept.

FY2008

FY2007

Replacement with
amplifier with lower
power consumption.
Modification to
energy-conserving
nozzle
Transition to
chiller/heater operations Installation of trial ROM for
examination.
controlled by a timer.
Transition to inverter
controlled and calendar-timer
controlled tester

Next Generation

The knowhow has been
transferred to Functional Parts
Manufacturing Dept. (Nishio)

Fig. 21 Prevention of Setback and Expanding the
Knowhow to Other Groups
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Healthy and
Productive Global
Environment

Fig. 22 Future Project Processes

